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support of SB21-131.  Before the Senate State Civic, Military and Veterans Affairs 
Committee on March 16, 2021 
 
The Sam Cary Bar Association represents Colorado’s more than 300 African-American 
attorneys.  Our members have sworn to support the Constitutions of the United States and 
Colorado, and to use our knowledge of the law for the improvement of society and the legal 
system.  As Black attorneys, we understand how the systemic inequities in our legal system 
disproportionately and negatively impact Black lives and communities throughout the United 
States.   
 
The Sam Cary Bar Association provides this testimony in support of Senate Bill 21-131.  This 
bill would enhance Colorado’s safety and wellbeing by ensuring that when Coloradans entrust 
the state government with their personal information, that information is being used for the 
provision of government services rather than being divulged to ICE and others who have a 
history of targeting immigration enforcement disproportionately against communities of color. 
 
The systemic racism in our immigration system is inherent in this system’s history as well as 
continued patterns of enforcement.  While 7% of non-citizens in the U.S. are Black, they make 
up 20% of those facing deportation, according to the Black Alliance for Just Immigration.  Black 
immigrants are also more likely to be denied immigration bond, receive a higher bond, and to be 
deported at a higher rate than non-Black immigrants.  These inequities compound the systemic 
racism that Black Coloradans face in policing and the criminal justice system, particularly where 
immigration agents obtain Black immigrants’ personal identifying information through the guise 
of criminal investigations.  SB 131 helps to protect our residents against these inequities, 
including by requiring third parties to abide by constitutional process and safeguards when they 
seek personal information. 
 
In addition, the pandemic has shed further light on societal inequities through its disproportionate 
health and economic impacts on communities of color.  It is vital that members of these 
communities are reassured that their personal information is protected and will not be fed into a 
racist deportation machinery.  The safeguards provided by SB 131 would help overcome the 
communities’ well-founded mistrust of government and encourage them to come forward and 
access state services at this crucial time. 
 
Phil Cherner 
phil@philcherner.com 
 

Attachment F



Dear members of the Colorado Senate State, Veterans, & Military Affairs Committee:

Colorado Jobs With Justice is a long-term, formal coalition of labor, community, faith,

and student and youth organizations that come together to advance workers' rights and social

justice through building sustained relationships and taking direct action to create concrete

change in the lives of working families. Colorado Jobs With Justice supports SB21-131 and

and increase trust in important state agencies for oppressed communities in our state.

Our colleagues at the Colorado Immigrant Rights Coalition unearthed very concerning

emails last year, in which an employee of the Colorado Department of Motor Vehicles was using

their position to help US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) target immigrants in our

community. It is startling and offensive that someone abused their power in such a way, and it is

vital that the legislature step up and ensure that this kind of maltreatment cannot occur in the

future.

ICE weaponizes data against immigrant communities. Palantir, a technology company

that unfortunately recently moved to Colorado, contracts with ICE to mine for data and utilize it

in sophisticated raids targeting hardworking immigrants. This bill would go a long way in

ensuring that ICE and its corporate tech partners do not have access to information that can be

used to tear apart Colorado families.

Immigrant workers in Colorado rely on fair administration of resources by the Colorado

Department of Motor Vehicles and it is essential that trust in the agency be restored. In most

parts of the state, the ability to drive is a prerequisite for being able to work. That is why the

legislature saw fit to ensure that individuals with different kinds of documentation have access to

-131 will ensure that our immigrant

neighbors continue to access these vital services without fear of being targeted by state

employees who have absolutely no right to do so.

The State of Colorado must work to repair its relationship with our immigrant neighbors,

and this bill would be an important first step in doing so. Colorado Jobs With Justice urges the

members of the committee to recognize this and vote in favor of SB21-131.

Sincerely,

Eric Leveridge

Strategic Research Analyst

Colorado Jobs With Justice





Written Testimony to Strongly Support SB21-131

My name is Katherine Riley. I am the Policy Manager for the Colorado Organization for
Latina Opportunity and Reproductive Rights (COLOR). COLOR works to engage and
empower the Latino community to speak out about the policies that impacts our community.

We are committed to ensuring that Latinas and our families are able to make personal
decisions about health, have access to affordable health services and that we are each able
to live our lives with dignity.

We are honored to testify in support Senate Bill 131, which specifies measures in several
categories to protect personal identifying information kept by state agencies. After years of
immigrants being threatened by an immigration system that profiles, polices and harms our
families, the least we can do is protect personal information so that people can access safety
and relief programs and not worry about being detained or deported.

For people who have never been threatened by the very systems that are supposed to
protect or even care for us or who have not heard stories of immigrant women seeking
protection orders and being interrogated themselves or seeking services from a public health
clinic and being taken by ICE, they may not get how important it is that the agencies charged
with making our communities healthier and stronger not be part of the dragnet created by our
broken federal system.

Colorado prides itself on being a place of fairness, freedom and opportunity. Until the federal
immigration system is completely rebuilt to center the safety and rights of those who feel
violence and persecution and the opportunities of those who are striving for a better life, then
we should not participate or feed into harmful policies and be part of caging our community
members. We should not help the federal government to arrest or detain people by collecting

is a hateful reminder of the parts of U.S. history that we do not always talk about one that
includes a relocation camp right here in Colorado.

We should be doing more to help support immigrant families. It can certainly start with
making sure that our state agencies are not perpetuating the pain caused by our broken
federal system by invading people

We are proud to support this bill. Together we can make it clear that Colorado is a place
where we welcome all and work to ensure that every person and every family is treated with
respect and compassion. The very least we can do is to
first step that we should take this year to try to undo some of the harm and fear that
Coloradans have been living with under policies from a federal system that had damaged and
dehumanized so many people. We strongly urge you to support 131. Thank you for your
attention on this matter.

Submitted by: Katherine Riley, Policy Manager, Colorado Organization for Latina
Opportunity and Reproductive Rights (COLOR), 303-393-0382
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Testimony in support of SB21-131, Protecting Personal Identifying Information Kept by State: 
 
This bill would prevent the DMV and other state agencies from releasing personal identifying 
information for the purposes of immigration enforcement. This is good policy on numerous 
levels. 
 
First, it will make our state safer for all, including, but not limited to, immigrant communities. If 
immigrants living in Colorado can trust the DMV and other state agencies, they are more likely 
to trust law enforcement. This would allow them to report crime, cooperate with 
investigations, and communicate with local and state law enforcement, rather than avoiding 
doing so out of fear of immigration consequences.  
 
Second, creating trust in the DMV for immigrants will make our streets safer. SB13-251 
recognized that, as a state, we have a vested interest in as many drivers as possible having valid 
licenses and insurance. The fear of DMV using personal identifying information for purposes of 
immigration enforcement stands in the way of that. It leads to more minor traffic offenses that 
cannot be easily resolved in our criminal courts due to inability to get a license. That costs court 
time, money, and resources. This bill would greatly reduce that problem by allowing immigrants 
to get licensed, clear suspensions of their driving privileges, and drive themselves to work, 
rather than getting caught up in unnecessary traffic offenses because they're afraid to trust the 
DMV. It would also avoid the problem of immigrants who have/attain legal status going to the 
DMV and then being referred for prosecution of an old traffic case. 
 
Finally, it's important to remember that our local and state law enforcement agencies have to 
function within the framework of obtaining warrants based on probable cause and complying 
with court orders. These are some of the most basic safeguards in our criminal system. Federal 
immigration enforcement should not be able to get around those basic requirements in 
Colorado by mining personal identifying information from DMV and other state agencies. This 
bill would prevent our state agencies from participating in that injustice. 
 
Please vote yes on SB21-131. 
 
Tristan Gorman  
Legislative Policy Coordinator  
Colorado Criminal Defense Bar  
720-988-5922  
Tristan@gzdefense.com  
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